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We introduce a new level of brightness
New brigthline series
more



[image: DNA-PAINT starter kit]DNA-PAINT starter kit

Your start into the world of DNA-PAINT
Collaboration kit with Massive Photonics
more
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Calibration slides promotion in assotiation with GATTAquant
more
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Full spectrum calibration beads
more
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Multicolor cell samples for fluorescence microscopy
more
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Learn more about microscopy
more
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Test the axial resolution of your STED or localization-based super-resolution system
more
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A new era of fluorescent beads

Small, bright and cutting-edge. Experience the highest brightness density in the world.
more
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GATTAnalysis Software

Evaluate super-resolution data gained from measurements with nanorulers
more
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                Nanoruler for Super-Resolution Microscopy
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						Nanorulers are precise and easy-to-use test tools for SIM, STED, STORM, DNA-PAINT, confocal and wide field microscopy. 
                        more
                    

                    
                
 
            
 

            
                The smallest fluorescent beads
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						GATTA-Beads belong to the smallest fluorescent beads on the market but show the highest brightness density with superior homogeneity.  
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            	Multicolor huFIB cell slides
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						GATTA-Cells supply you with high-quality standard huFIB cell slides, including the most common dyes for staining. 
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        16.11.2021Brightline series
Major upgrade for our product line! Check out our new Brightline series with increased brightness [...] 
more

14.08.2019STED-AFM nanorulers
Great pleasure to see  [...] 
more

19.03.2019Job at GATTAquant!?
- Chemisch-Technischen / [...] 
more
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For further informations about our products, please fill in your e-mail in the field below. 
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            Staffelseestraße 8

            DE-81477 München

            Phone: +49 89 2153 720 80
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